
The Dragons of 
Fyra Oyer

As inhabitants of Fyra Oyer, the dragons of Dreka, Klaki, 
Eldur, and Vatten are at the center of the Play-To-Earn 

economy within The Awakening. The player's NFT Dragon 
will provide many advantages in-game as well as 

increasing the daily earning ability. 



Each NFT Dragon will have unique elemental attributes, 
strengths, and weaknesses based on the kingdom from which 
they hail. Each NFT Dragon will have one or more elements that 
impact gameplay based on their heritage.  

For free dragons, these will be the only attributes that impact 
gameplay. 

Dragon Attributes

Vatten Dreka Eldur Klaki

Heritage Bonus

Water Activities (fish 
without a pole and cross 

water without a boat)
Farming Activities Construction Buying and Selling



Dragon Traits

NFT Dragons also have individual traits that
will impact gameplay. These traits do not 

appear in free dragons.



1. Each NFT Dragon can only breed one time.

2. A player must first raise a dragon to adulthood 
before they are eligible for breeding. The player 
accomplishes this task by using their NFT 
Dragon inside the Dragon Garden Game and 
reaching a level of 75 or higher.  For more 
information, please see Dragon Garden on the 
Fables of Fyra website.

3. The dragon babies will inherit the elemental 
attributes from both parents. They will also be 
assigned traits based on the traits of their 
parents. Please see Dragon Attributes and 
Dragon Traits for additional details.

Starting a family in the Fables of Fyra ecosystem gives you benefits within the game and can increase a players share 
of the daily rewards allocation. When a player breeds NFT Dragons they receive a larger home cave, acquire helpers 

for chores around the farm, and gain access to the additional attributes and traits of the spouse and children.

Breeding Rules

Breeding

Mother Unbred FemaleUnbred Male

{Can Breed 1 Time, Denoted 
by the Dragon Head in the 

Center}

Father

Juni Leaves are important assets in breeding. There are two (2) styles of Juni Leaves- a pink version and 
a blue version. Using a blue Juni Leaf will ensure a male child in breeding, while a pink Juni Leaf will 

ensure a female child. Using two Juni Leaves results in the ability to guarantee twins and determine the 
sex of each twin.  

If no Juni Leaves are used, then having a boy or girl and potentially twins is left up to chance! 



NFT Dragons:  
Base Daily Share 

Allocation and Bonuses
One way to increase the number of shares of the $CAVE daily rewards pool is to assign NFT 
Dragons to land. Each dragon added to a player’s land will entitle a player to shares of the 

daily rewards pool based on position, lineage, generation, and rarity.  

The chart below shows how many dragons can be assigned to a kingdom based on land level:

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Player Dragon 1 1 1 1 1

Adult Dragon 1 1 1 1 1

Child/NFT Dragon 2 4 6 8 10

Total Dragons Assigned 4 6 8 10 12

Note:  The child slots can be filled 
with any NFT Dragon regardless 
of generation or lineage.



The 1st NFT Dragon assigned to a player's land will assume Slot 1, known as the 
Player Slot. This dragon will earn 2.5x the shares of the daily $CAVE rewards 
pool based on lineage, generation, and rarity.  

The 2nd Dragon assigned to a player's land will assume Slot 2, known as the 
Adult Dragon Slot. The NFT dragon assigned to this slot will earn 1.5x the 
shares of the daily $CAVE rewards pool based on lineage, generation, and rarity.  

Depending on the level of the land, the remaining spots, Slots 3-12, are titled 
Child Slots. The NFT Dragons assigned to slots 3-12 (Child Slots) will earn 1x the 
shares of the daily $CAVE rewards pool based on lineage, generation, and rarity.  

Note:  The child slots can be filled with any NFT Dragon regardless of generation or lineage.

Daily $CAVE Rewards: Position 

Multiplier

Player Slot (Slot 1) 2.5x Multiplier

Adult Dragon Slot 

(Slot 2)

1.5x Multiplier

Daily $CAVE Rewards Pool Shares: 

Lineage, Generation, Rarity

Genesis Dragon 0.35 Shares

OG Dragon 0.30 Shares

Gen 1 Dragon 0.10 Shares

Gen 2 Dragon 0.15 Shares

Gen 3 Dragon 0.25 Shares

Rarity Class A (1-99 

Editions)

0.20 Shares

Rarity Class B (100 

Editions)

0.15 Shares

Rarity Class C (101+ 

Editions)

0.10 Shares



In-Game 
Enhancements 



There are three classifications of NFTs that can be purchased on marketplaces, within Fables of Fyra: The 

Awakening, and found while foraging and crafting within Fyra Oyer

Land Enhancement, In-Game 
Items/Efficiency, and Novelty NFTs

Land Enhancement 
NFTs

In-Game Items/
Efficiency NFTs

Novelty NFTs

These NFTs are used to 
complete complex recipes, 

advanced quests, or increase 
the efficiency of a player's 

ability to earn their daily 
reward shares within Fables 

of Fyra: The Awakening. 

Land Enhancement NFTs, when 
applied to a kingdom (piece of 

land), increase the daily shares of 
the $CAVE daily rewards pool 

allocated to that kingdom. Land 
Enhancement NFTs come in (5) 
different classes based on their 

rarity and effectivity length. 

These NFTs don't have specific In-
Game or Land Enhancement benefits 
but allow players to individualize their 
kingdom and overall experience. The 
novelty class of NFTs includes skins 

for NFT Dragons, Seasonal 
Characters, and Special Plants or 

Bushes that allow players to express 
who they are within the ecosystem. 



Land 
Enhancement 

NFTs

Land Enhancement NFTs, when applied to a kingdom (piece of 
land), increase the daily shares of the $CAVE daily rewards pool 
allocated to that kingdom. Land Enhancement NFTs come in (5) 

different classes based on their rarity and effectivity length. 

Certain class Land Enhancement NFTs and the number of 
these NFTs that can be utilized concurrently are based on the 

level of the land in which they are being applied.

24 Hour



In-Game
Items/Efficiency 

NFTs

These NFTs are used to complete complex recipes, advanced quests, or 
increase the efficiency of a player's ability to earn their daily 
reward shares within Fables of Fyra: The Awakening. 

Tutors
There are several NPC characters that can help the 
player learn things faster. 
By completing quests for the tutors, they will offer 
their services to the player for a certain amount of 
time. A player can also hire the tutors when they are 
working towards certain skill goals. 

The tutors are only able to help the player gain 
experience until the player reaches the tutor’s level. 
Once the player becomes a master themselves, the 
tutor’s services are no longer useful.

Farm Hands
The player can also engage farm hands to help with certain 
tasks. A farm hand works on their own tasks, such as 
watering plants, feeding animals, gathering items.  

Once a player has hired a farm hand, they work for the 
allotted time doing their task. 

Durable Items
In order to efficiently complete tasks, players will need 
durable items. These durable-item NFTs can be crafted 
in-game to be sold, rented, or purchased on 
marketplaces and from the Cave Dragons. These 
durable items significantly reduce the time it takes to 
earn the maximum shares of the $CAVE daily rewards 
pool. 

Farmable Resources
To grow crops, players need seeds, which can either 
be purchased or forged. Seeds for standard and rare 
crops can be bought as NFTs, and specialty crops can 
also be purchased. Players will learn that some crops 
are continuous yield while others need to be 
replanted. NFT Seeds, Fruits, and Vegetables are 
integral in completing advanced recipes and certain 
quests. 
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Novelty NFTs
These NFTs don't have specific In-Game or Land Enhancement 
benefits but allow players to individualize their kingdom and 
overall experience. The novelty class of NFTs includes skins for 
NFT Dragons, Seasonal Characters, and Special Plants or Bushes 
that allow players to express who they are within the ecosystem. 


